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Troll Mountain
Matthew Reilly

*

Lead: Stage Dive 3
Kylie Scott

A young hero. Barbaric monsters. An impossible quest.
In a remote valley, a tribe of humans is being killed off by a
terrible disease. There is a rumour that the trolls of Troll
Mountain have a cure for the illness: a miraculous elixir.
When Raf's sister gets sick and his tribal leaders refuse to
help him, he makes a courageous decision. He sets out on
his own for Troll Mountain ... to steal the elixir. The journey
to the mountain has begun ...

Macmillan Australia • HB • Adventure

9781743537053
Luckiest Girl Alive
Jessica Knoll

$24.99

*

Judy Blume

$29.99

*

When three planes crashed in Elizabeth, New Jersey within
the space of three months in the early 1950s, Newark
airport was closed for a year. Each of these disasters was
devastating not only for those on board, but also for the
close-knit community of people on the ground. In Elizabeth,
the plane crashes open up new wounds and mysteries they bring some families together and tear others apart. But
somehow, life continues - and amid grief and loss, hope and
love survive. Inspired by real events, Judy Blume uses her
imagination to interweave the stories of three generations of
families, friends and strangers whose lives are forever
changed in the aftermath. In The Unlikely Event is a
captivating, deeply moving and unforgettable novel, written
with the same warmth and authenticity that have won the
hearts and minds of readers the world over for decades.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781509801664

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Romance

9781743517741

$29.99

Jessica Knoll

Macmillan • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

In The Unlikely Event

Stay up all night with the sexy rockers in Stage Dive, the
epic rock star romance series from New York Times
bestselling author Kylie Scott, author of Lick and Play.
As the lead singer of Stage Dive, Jimmy is used to
getting whatever he wants, whenever he wants it,
whether it's booze, drugs, or women. However, when a
PR disaster serves as a wake-up call about his life and
lands him in rehab, he finds himself with Lena, a new
assistant to keep him out of trouble. Lena's not willing to
take any crap from the sexy rocker and is determined to
keep their relationship completely professional, despite
their sizzling chemistry. But when Jimmy pushes her too
far and Lena leaves, he realizes that he may just have
lost the best thing that ever happened to him.

Luckiest Girl Alive *

Ani FaNelli is the woman you love to hate. The woman who
has it all. But behind the meticulously crafted façade lies the
darkest and most violent of pasts ... When a documentary
producer invites Ani to tell her side of the chilling and violent
incident that took place when she was a teenager, she
hopes it will be an opportunity to prove how far she's come
since then. She'll even let the production company film her
wedding to the wealthy Luke Harrison, the final step in her
transformation. But as the wedding and filming converge,
Ani's immaculate façade begins to crack, and she soon
realises that there's always a price to pay for perfection.

9781447286202

*

$29.99

This dumpbin includes 18 copies of ISBN
9781447286202 Luckiest Girl Alive.

Macmillan • Thriller / Suspense

9789991503011

$539.82

The Road Back *
Di Morrissey

WITH MILLIONS OF COPIES SOLD, AUSTRALIA'S
FAVOURITE STORYTELLER RETURNS WITH HER
BEST NOVEL YET. From the mountains to the valleys,
from big cities to tiny towns, to the outback and the
islands, Di Morrissey knows this country. She's been
there. In The Road Back, Di weaves a tale of
reconnection and starting over. Journalist Chris Baxter is
at a crossroads. Returning with his teenage daughter to
his mother's house in the beautiful township of Neverend,
Chris hopes to pick up the pieces after his life takes an
unexpected turn. Sometimes taking the road back is the
start of a journey forward.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781743535615

$24.99

Payoff: A Simon Fisk Novel 2
Douglas Corleone

Ben Coes

Movie studio mogul Edgar Trenton's wife, Emma, is
awoken one night to a living nightmare: a violent invasion
of her beautiful Californian home by four masked men.
Emma is beaten up and terrified, and the men kidnap her
teenage daughter, Olivia. A ransom note forbidding police
involvement leads Emma's husband, Edgar, to the only
person he trusts to ensure a smooth ransom exchange:
former U.S. Marshal Simon Fisk. Still haunted by his own
daughter's unsolved kidnapping, Simon now takes on
child-abduction cases to bring other parents the peace of
mind he's never received. Once it's clear the kidnappers
never intend to return Olivia to her parents, Simon throws
himself into the search for Olivia with reckless abandon,
following a lethal trail that will take him from the Cayman
Islands into some of the darkest and deadliest cities of
South America.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9781743533376

A Day to Kill: A Dewey Andreas Novel 5

$29.99

Dewey Andreas, former Delta and current intelligence
agent, is sidelined, removed from a major operation. Still
drowning in grief after the tragic murder of his fiancé,
Dewey has seemingly lost his focus, his edge, and the
confidence of his superiors. A high-level Russian hacker,
known only as Cloud, is believed to be behind a series of
major terror operations, and the mission is to capture and
render Cloud harmless. At the same time, a back-up team
is sent after the only known associate of Cloud, a ballerina
believed to be his girlfriend. Unwilling to sit out the mission
as ordered, Dewey defies his superiors, and goes rogue,
surreptitiously following and tracking the two teams.

Macmillan • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9781447247456

Love May Fail

The Silent Sister

Matthew Quick

Diane Chamberlain

Portia Kane is having a meltdown. After escaping her posh
Florida life and her cheating pornographer husband, she
finds herself transported back to South Jersey where
things remain largely unchanged from her unhappy
childhood. In need of saving herself, she sets out to find
and resurrect a beloved high school English teacher who
has retired after a horrific event in the classroom. Will a
sassy nun, an ex-heroin addict, a metal-head little boy,
and her hoarder mother help or hurt her chances in this
bid for renewed hope in the human race? This is a story of
the great highs and lows of existence: the heartache and
daring choices it takes to become the person you know
(deep down) you are meant to be.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447247531

$29.99

$29.99

Riley MacPherson is returning to her childhood home in
North Carolina. A place that holds cherished memories.
While clearing out the house she finds a box of old
newspaper articles - and a shocking family secret begins
to unravel. Riley has spent her whole life believing that her
older sister Lisa died tragically as a teenager. But now
she's starting to uncover the truth: her life has been built
on a foundation of lies, told by everyone she loved. Lisa is
alive. Alive and living under a new identity. But why
exactly was she on the run all those years ago, and what
secrets are being kept now? As Riley tries to separate
reality from fiction, her discoveries call into question
everything she thought she knew about her family. Can
she find the strength inside herself to decide her future.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447211303

$19.99

The Scarlet Gospels

Frank Derrick's Holiday of A Lifetime: Book 2

Clive Barker

J.B. Morrison

The gates to Hell are open and something beckons ... The
last of Earth's magicians are living in fear. A Cenobite Hell
Priest known as Pinhead is killing them off, gorging on
their knowledge to enhance his own magical powers as
part of a quest to takeover Hell. Meanwhile, Private
Investigator Harry D'Amour is fulfilling the final wishes of
the dead, who communicate with his business associate,
the blind medium Norma Paine. But while investigating
one such case, Harry inadvertently opens up a rift
between hell and the real world. When nemesis Pinhead
emerges through the portal, a vicious battle ensues. After
failing to enlist Harry as one of his Scarlet Gospels, an
elite group of indefatigable messengers who will witness
his takeover of hell, Pinhead captures Norma and Harry
realizes he must go through hell - literally - to save her.

Macmillan • TPB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447267003

$29.99

Frank Derrick is 82. And apparently that makes him old.
But he just doesn't feel old. Sure, his limbs ache, he can't
sleep more than a few hours a night and it takes him a
while to get going in the morning. But he's still Frank. A
dad, a granddad, a friend to Bill the cat. So when he
receives a phone call from Los Angeles with news that his
grown-up daughter's life is falling apart, his natural instinct
is to drop everything to be with her. Unfortunately for
Frank, that means using his life savings and putting
himself in danger of losing his home. But then, Frank's
never been one for long-term plans. He can sort out where
he and Bill the cat will live when he's back. And so Frank
gets on a plane for the first time in his life. He was never
much good at helping his daughter through crises when
she was growing up. He left all that to his wife Sheila, who
died nearly ten years ago. Now it's time to step up to his
role of father to Beth. Joining forces with his determined
granddaughter Laura, they begin The Reunion Project in
an attempt to bring some happiness back into Beth's life
and to bring the family back together again for one happy
family holiday.

Macmillan • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447292012

$29.99

Wilful Disregard: A Novel About Love

Uprooted

Lena Andersson

Naomi Novik

Ester Nilsson is a sensible person in a sensible
relationship. She knows what she thinks and she acts
according to her principles. Until the day she is asked to
give a lecture on renowned artist Hugo Rask. The man
himself sits in the audience, spellbound, and when the two
meet afterwards, he has the same effect on her. From now
on, Ester's existence is intrinsically linked to that day, and
the chain of events that unravels will change her life
forever. Bitingly funny and darkly fascinating Wilful
Disregard is a story about total and desperate devotion
and about how willingly we betray ourselves in the pursuit
of love.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447268918

$29.99

Agnieszka loves her valley home, her quiet village, the
forests and the bright shining river. But the corrupted
Wood stands on the border, full of malevolent power, and
its shadow lies over her life. Her people rely on the cold,
driven wizard known only as the Dragon to keep its
powers at bay. But he demands a terrible price for his
help: one young woman handed over to serve him for ten
years, a fate almost as terrible as falling to the Wood. The
next choosing is fast approaching, and Agnieszka is
afraid. She knows - everyone knows - that the Dragon will
take Kasia: beautiful, graceful, brave Kasia, all the things
Agnieszka isn't, and her dearest friend in the world. And
there is no way to save her. But Agnieszka fears the
wrong things. For when the Dragon comes, it is not Kasia
he will choose.

Tor UK • TPB • Fantasy

9781447298304

Our Souls at Night

Tender

Kent Haruf

Belinda McKeon

Addie Moore's husband died years ago, so did Louis
Waters' wife, and, as neighbours in Holt, Colorado they
have naturally long been aware of each other. With their
children now far away both live alone in houses empty of
family. The nights are terribly lonely, especially with no one
to talk to. Then one evening Addie pays Louis an
unexpected visit. Their brave adventures, their pleasures
and their difficulties form the beating heart of Our Souls at
Night. Kent Haruf's final novel is an exquisite and moving
story about love and growing old with grace. It is a lasting
tribute to the extraordinary author who wrote it.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447299356

$32.99

$29.99

Catherine and James are as close as two friends could
ever be. They meet in Dublin in the late 1990s, she a
college student, he a fledgling artist - both recent arrivals
from rural communities, coming of age in a city which is
teeming - or so they are told - with new freedoms and new
possibilities. Catherine has never met anyone quite like
James. Talented, quick-witted, adventurous and
charismatic, he helps Catherine to open her eyes, to take
on life with more gusto than she has ever before known
how to do; she begins to enjoy her new home, to find her
voice as a writer and to meet with the people who will
shape her new world. But while Catherine's horizons are
expanding, James's own life is becoming a prison; as
changed as the new Ireland may be, it is still not a place in
which he feels able to truly be himself.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447252177

$29.99

The Divine Comedy

Starborn: The Worldmaker Trilogy 1

Clive James,Dante Alighieri

Lucy Hounsom

The Divine Comedy is the precursor of modern literature,
and Clive James's new translation - his life's work and
decades in the making - presents Dante's entire epic
poem in a single song. While many poets and translators
have attempted to capture the full glory of The Divine
Comedy in English, many have fallen short. Victorian
verse translations established an unfortunate tradition of
reproducing the sprightly rhyming measures of Dante but
at the same time betraying the strain on the translator's
powers of invention. For Dante, the dramatic human
stories of Hell were exciting, but the spiritual studies of
Purgatory and the sublime panoramas of Heaven were no
less so.

Picador • PB • Poetry By Individual Poets

9781447244226

$19.99

Kyndra's fate holds betrayal and salvation, but the journey
starts in her small village. On the day she comes of age,
she accidentally disrupts an ancient ceremony, ending
centuries of tradition. So when an unnatural storm targets
her superstitious community, Kyndra is blamed. She fears
for her life until two strangers save her, by wielding powers
not seen for an age - powers fuelled by the sun and the
moon. Together, they flee to the hidden citadel of Naris.
And here, Kyndra experiences disturbing visions of the
past, showing war and one man's terrifying response.
She'll learn more in the city's subterranean chambers,
amongst fanatics and rebels. But first Kyndra will be
brutally tested in a bid to unlock her own magic. If she
survives the ordeal, she'll discover a force greater than
she could ever have imagined. But could it create as well
as destroy? And can she control it, to right an ancient
wrong?

Tor UK • TPB • Fantasy

9781447268529

$29.99

Children of Time

Stories of Your Life and Others

Adrian Tchaikovsky

Ted Chiang

The last remnants of the human race left a dying Earth,
desperate to find a new home among the stars. Following
in the footsteps of their ancestors, they discover the
greatest treasure of the past age - a world terraformed and
prepared for human life. But all is not right in this new
Eden. In the long years since the planet was abandoned,
the work of its architects has borne disastrous fruit. The
planet is not waiting for them, pristine and unoccupied.
New masters have turned it from a refuge into mankind's
worst nightmare. Now two civilizations are on a collision
course, both testing the boundaries of what they will do to
survive. As the fate of humanity hangs in the balance, who
are the true heirs of this new Earth?

Tor UK • TPB • Space Opera

9781447273295

$29.99

The Secret of Evil

Tor UK • PB • Short Stories

9781447289234

Rebecca Wait

Roberto Bolaño confirmed his place as a giant of Latin
American literature with his novels The Savage
Detectives and 2666. Included in this one-of-a-kind
collection is everything he was working on just before his
death in 2003. A North American journalist in Paris is
woken at 4 a.m. by a mysterious caller with urgent
information. For V. S. Naipaul, the prevalence of sodomy
in Argentina is a symptom of the nation's political ills.
Daniela de Montecristo (of Nazi Literature in the Americas
and 2666) recounts the loss of her virginity. Arturo Belano
- Bolaño's alter ego - returns to Mexico City and meets a
band called The Asshole of Morelos. Belano's son
Gerónimo disappears in Berlin during the Days of Chaos
in 2005. Memories of a return to the native land. Argentine
writers as gangsters. Zombie schlock as allegory ...

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$19.99

On the bleak, windswept moors of northern England, a
small religious cult has cut itself off from society, believing
they have found meaning in a purposeless world. Led by
their prophet Nathaniel, they eagerly await the end times.
But when the prophet brings in a new recruit, Stephanie,
along with her rebellious daughter Judith, the group's
delicate dynamic is disturbed. Judith is determined to
escape, but her feelings are complicated by a growing
friendship with another of the children, the naïve and
trusting Moses, who has never experienced the outside
world. Meanwhile, another member is starting to have
doubts of his own, unleashing a horrifying chain of events
that will destroy the followers' lives. In the aftermath, the
survivors struggle to adjust to the real world, haunted by
the same questions: if you've been persuaded to
surrender your individual will, are you still responsible for
your actions? And is there any way back?

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447284727

The Good Luck of Right Now

Frog Music

Matthew Quick

Emma Donoghue

Bartholomew Neil is 39 and lost. After the death of his
beloved mum he has no idea how to be on his own, and
he knows it's about time he found his flock. But how does
a man whose whole life has been grounded learn how to
fly? And what can Richard Gere, a beautiful librarian, a
struggling priest and a foul-mouthed and troubled young
man teach Bartholomew about finding love and
happiness? Whatever it is, Bartholomew is in for a lot
more than he bargained for ...

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447247487

$19.99

The Followers

Roberto Bolano

9780330510660

With his masterful first collection, multiple award-winning
author Ted Chiang deftly blends human emotion and
scientific rationalism in eight remarkably diverse stories, all
told in his trademark precise and evocative prose. From a
soaring Babylonian tower that connects a flat Earth with
the firmament above, to a world where angelic visitations
are a wondrous and terrifying part of everyday life; from a
neural modification that eliminates the appeal of physical
beauty, to an alien language that challenges our very
perception of time and reality ... Chiang's rigorously
imagined fantasia invites us to question our understanding
of the universe and our place in it.

$19.99

$29.99

Frog Music is the new novel by Emma Donoghue, author
of the multi-million-copy bestseller Room, soon to be a
major motion picture directed by Lenny Abrahamson. San
Francisco, 1876: a stifling heat wave and smallpox
epidemic have engulfed the City. Deep in the streets of
Chinatown live three former stars of the Parisian circus:
Blanche, now an exotic dancer at the House of Mirrors,
her lover Arthur and his companion Ernest. When an
eccentric outsider joins their little circle, secrets unravel,
changing everything - and leaving one of them dead.

Picador • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447249764

$19.99

Vanishing

A Twist of the Knife

Gerard Woodward

Peter James

There is no such thing as an ordinary life. But Kenneth
Brill's is more extraordinary than most. By the time he is
arrested for espionage towards the end of the Second
World War he has an incredible story to tell. Under
interrogation he describes his unusual childhood, shares
the decadent details of his training as a painter at the
prestigious Slade School of Art in the 1930s and explains
just why he was so very friendly with the prostitutes of
London's Soho underworld; he narrates his heroic actions
as a camouflage officer before El Alamein, when he
helped pull off one of the greatest acts of deception in the
history of warfare, and accounts for his part in a night-time
break-in of the royal residence of Buckingham Palace.
This is a life lived to the full, whether as son, friend, lover,
teacher or pupil. The only question is: whose side is he
really on?

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780330518659

$19.99

Summer at Shell Cottage
Lucy Diamond

Pan • PB • Thriller / Suspense

9781447212102

$19.99

The G File: An Inspector Van Veeteren Mystery 10
Hakan Nesser

A seaside holiday at Shell Cottage in Devon has always
been the perfect escape for the Tarrant family. Beach fun,
barbecues and warm summer evenings with a cocktail or
two - who could ask for more? But this year everything has
changed. Following her husband's recent death, Olivia is
struggling to pick up the pieces. Then she makes a
shocking discovery that turns her world upside down. As a
busy mum and GP, Freya's used to having her hands full,
but a bad day at work has put her career in jeopardy and
now she's really feeling the pressure. Harriet's looking
forward to a break with her lovely husband Robert and
teenage daughter Molly. But unknown to Harriet, Robert is
hiding a secret - and so, for that matter, is Molly ...

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447257806

In multi-million-copy bestselling author Peter James'
collection of short stories we first come to meet Brighton's
finest detective, Roy Grace, and read the tale that went on
to inspire James' hugely successful novel, Dead Simple.
James exposes the Achilles heel of each of his characters,
and makes us question how well we can trust ourselves,
and one another. Each tale carries a twist that will haunt
readers for days after they turn the final page ...
Combining every twisted tale from the ebook bestsellers
Short Shockers One and Short Shockers Two, with a
never-seen-before collection of new material, A Twist of
the Knife shows Peter James as the undisputed grand
master of storytellers with this sometimes funny, often
haunting, but always shocking collection.

$19.99

1987. Verlangan, a former cop turned private detective is
hired by a woman to follow her husband Jaan 'G' Hennan.
A few days later, his client is found dead at the bottom of
an empty swimming pool. Maardam police, led by Chief
Inspector Van Veeteren, investigate the case. Van
Veeteren has encountered Jaan 'G' Hennan before and
knows only too well the man's dark capabilities. As more
information emerges about G's shadowy past, the Chief
Inspector becomes more desperate than ever to convict
him. But G has a solid alibi - and no one else can be found
in relation to the crime. 2002. Fifteen years have passed
and the G File remains the one case former Chief
Inspector Van Veeteren has never been able to solve. But
when Verlangan's daughter reports the private detective
missing, Van Veeteren returns to Maardam CID once
more. For all Verlangan left behind was a cryptic note; and
a telephone message in which he claimed to have finally
discovered the proof of G's murderous past ...

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447217398

$19.99

Black Valley: A Jessica Mayhew Novel 2

The Gospel According to Drew Barrymore

Charlotte Williams

Pippa Wright

Jessica Mayhew has a new client at her psychotherapy
practice. Artist Pandora Powell is in shock following the
death of her mother, Ursula, who was murdered during the
theft of a valuable painting at her studio. And Jess has
problems of her own, as she struggles to adjust to the
demands of being a single parent. Pandora is a beautiful
but shy and vulnerable young woman who has grown up
in the shadow of her famous ancestors, the Welsh
painters Augustus and Gwen John, and under the wing of
her twin sister, Isobel. There is a suggestion that Isobel's
husband, art dealer Blake Thomas, might be responsible
for Ursula's murder. Blake is riding high with the success
of his latest protégé, reclusive ex-miner and would-be
revolutionary Hefin Morris, who is fast becoming the
enfant terrible of the contemporary art world.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447223573

$19.99

Esther and Laura have been best friends since they were
seven, when Esther was chubby and Laura was already
perfect. So much has changed since then - school,
boyfriends, drink, experimental hair-dye, university, jobs,
London, babies - and their friendship has changed just as
much, but they are still close, still inextricably linked to one
another. So when Esther is told that Laura has gone
missing, she leaves everything behind - including her
husband and small child - to fly to San Francisco and trace
her friend's last movements. All she has is an email from
Laura: 'I'm channelling Drew Barrymore, as ever. The
Gospel, right?' In trying to understand why Laura has
disappeared, and what on earth Drew Barrymore has to
do with it, Esther needs to look back. Back at the secrets
woven into their friendship and the truths she's avoided
facing for so long.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447238362

$19.99

The Mourner: A Kaz Phelps Novel 2
Susan Wilkins

Sunjeev Sahota

If she can't get justice, will she settle for vengeance? Kaz
Phelps has escaped her brother and her criminal past to
become an anonymous art student in Glasgow. But can
life under the witness protection scheme ever give her the
freedom she craves? Banged up and brooding, Joey
Phelps faces thirty years behind bars. Still, with cash and
connections on the outside, can an overstretched prison
system really contain him? Helen Warner, once Kaz's
lawyer and lover, is a rising star in Parliament. But has she
made the kind of enemies who have no regard for the
democratic process, or even the law? Ousted from the
police and paralysed by tragic personal loss, Nicci
Armstrong is in danger of going under. Can a job she
doesn't want with a private security firm help her to put her
life back back on track?

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447241447

$19.99

The Little Old Lady Who Struck Lucky Again!: Book 2
Catharina Ingelman-Sundberg
The little old lady is back! This time, Martha Andersson
and her friends - the League of Pensioners - have left
behind their dreary care home in Stockholm and are
enjoying the bright lights of Las Vegas. This is their
opportunity for a new lease of life and they plan to make
the most of it. But before long, they are up to their old
tricks and with ingenious tactics, a pair of false teeth and a
wheelchair each, they plot to outwit the security system at
one of the casinos. As their antics become more and more
daring, Martha and her friends head back to Sweden full of
ideas for more money making schemes. However, they
aren't the only ones planning on stealing bucket loads of
cash and soon find themselves pitted against a gang of
dangerous criminals. Can the group of elderly friends work
together to outsmart the younger robbers and get away
with their biggest heist yet? Or will this job be a step too
far for The League of Pensioners?

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447274902

The Year of the Runaways

$18.99

The Year of the Runaways tells of the bold dreams and
daily struggles of an unlikely family thrown together by
circumstance. Thirteen young men live in a house in
Sheffield, each in flight from India and in desperate search
of a new life. Tarlochan, a former rickshaw driver, will say
nothing about his past in Bihar; and Avtar has a secret that
binds him to protect the choatic Randeep. Randeep, in
turn, has a visa-wife in a flat on the other side of town: a
clever, devout woman whose cupboards are full of her
husband's clothes, in case the immigration men surprise
her with a call. Sweeping between India and England, and
between childhood and the present day, this generous,
unforgettable novel is - as with Rohinton Mistry's A Fine
Balance - a story of dignity in the face of adversity and the
ultimate triumph of the human spirit.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447241669

The Patrick Melrose Novels
Edward St Aubyn
Collected here together in a single volume are the
complete Patrick Melrose Novels by Edward St Aubyn,
featuring Never Mind, Bad News, Some Hope, Mother's
Milk, and At Last. Acclaimed for their searing wit and their
deep humanity, this magnificent cycle of novels - in which
Patrick Melrose battles to survive the savageries of his
childhood and lead a self-determined life - is one of the
major achievements in English fiction.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447253525

Coming Up Roses

The Waking Engine

Rachael Lucas

David Edison

Would-be gardening expert Daisy can't believe her luck
when her parents announce they're off on a midlife crisis
gap year, leaving her in charge of their gorgeous garden,
much in need of her expert TLC. And coming just after a
break up, some peace and quiet in the countryside is just
what she needs. Only, village life turns out to be anything
but - with nosey neighbours and greedy developers
instantly stirring up trouble. What Daisy really needs is a
good friend, or two. So when she comes across Elaine
and Jo, she's relieved to have multiple shoulders to cry on.
But her new friends are dealing with dramas of their own a marriage in crisis, a family secret and managing the
local gossips. As Daisy wrestles the garden into
something like beautiful order, can she get a grip on her
new feelings for handsome Irish rogue George and stop
her parents selling up to a developer?

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447265481

$19.99

$29.99

$29.99

Contrary to popular wisdom, death is not the end, nor is it
a passage to some transcendent afterlife. Those who die
merely awake as themselves on one of a million worlds,
where they are fated to live until they die again, and wake
up somewhere new. All are born only once, but die many
times ... until they come at last to the City Unspoken,
where the gateway to True Death can be found. Wayfarers
and pilgrims are drawn to the City, which is home to
murderous aristocrats, disguised gods and goddesses, a
sadistic faerie princess, immortal prostitutes and queens,
a captive angel, gangs of feral Death Boys and Charnel
Girls ... and one very confused New Yorker. Late of
Manhattan, Cooper finds himself in a City that is not what
it once was. The gateway to True Death is failing, so that
the City is becoming overrun by the Dying, who clot its
byzantine streets and alleys ... and a spreading madness
threatens to engulf the entire metaverse.
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Blue Moon

That Summer

Pam Weaver

Lauren Willig

Ruby was beginning to worry. If the family was to survive,
she would have to work out a way of keeping them all
together. Everyone needed an anchor, and, from now on,
that's what she would have to be. She'd keep her job, and
get another one if necessary. Worthing, 1931. Money is
still tight following The Great Depression, and the
Bateman family must all pull their weight to make ends
meet. But this happy, hardworking family is shocked to
their core when father Nelson dies tragically in a fishing
accident. As they all handle their heartbreaking grief in
different ways, brother Percy turns to the Black Shirts who
have recently started making trouble in the town. As the
troubles escalate to violence, will he see right from wrong?
It falls to Ruby, the daughter of the family, to hold them all
together. But she has her own dreams for a life outside the
seaside town and a long-buried family secret may just
upturn all her hard work ...
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Fallen Dragon

9781250027870

Mary Wood

A NEW COVER REISSUE OF THIS CLASSIC
STANDALONE NOVEL BY PETER F. HAMILTON. Born
in a colony world in 2310, Lawrence Newton hankered
after the golden era of starships exploring the galaxy. But
the age of human starflight was drawing to a close, so this
hot-headed teenager ran away from home in search of
adventure. 20 years later, he's the sergeant of a washedout platoon taking part in the bungled invasion of another
world. The giant corporations call such campaigns 'asset
realization', but in practice it's simple piracy. While he's on
the ground, being shot at and firebombed by local
resistance forces, Lawrence hears stories about the
Temple of the Fallen Dragon - and a sect devoted to the
worship of a mythical creature that fell to the ground
millennia ago. More importantly, its priests are said to
guard a hoard of treasure large enough to buy lifelong
happiness - which information prompts him to mount a
private enterprise operation of his own.

Can she follow her dreams when she has lost everything?
Young Bridie O'Hara is torn away from her native Ireland
by her father - a freedom fighter, turned traitor - when he
has to flee the wrath of the Fenians. Violated by those who
should protect her and betrayed by the dashing gypsy and
lover Seamus Finney, she struggles to find her way in
Victorian England. Will Hadler is a kind, hard-working
miner, whose love for Bridie knows no bounds. He
rescues her from a life on the streets and offers her the
chance of happiness, but the demons inside her never
give her peace. When Will takes Bridie to Breckton in
Yorkshire, she meets and befriends the young Issy. A
strong young woman, she triumphs over adversity, but her
quest to save Bridie, and Bridie's daughter Bridget from
the consequences of her mother's actions, proves a step
too far.
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Trial of Intentions (Vault of Heaven)

Save the Date

Peter Orullian

Mary Kay Andrews

The gods who created this world have abandoned it. In
their mercy, however, they chained the rogue god and the
monstrous creatures he created to plague mortalkind in
the vast and inhospitable wasteland of the Bourne. The
magical Veil that contains them has protected humankind
for millennia and the monsters are little more than tales
told to frighten children. But the Veil has become weak
and creatures of Nightmare have come through. To fight
them, the races of men must form a great alliance to try
and stop the creatures. But there is dissent. One king
won't answer the call, his pride blinding him even to the
poison in his own court. Another would see Convocation
fail for his own political advantage. And still others believe
Convocation is not enough. Some turn to the talents of the
Sheason, who can shape the very essence of the world to
their will. But their order is divided, on the brink of
collapse. Tahn Junell remembers friends who despaired in
a place left barren by war. One of the few who have
actually faced the unspeakable horde in battle, Tahn sees
something else at work and wonders about the nature of
the creatures on the other side of the Veil. He chooses to
go to a place of his youth, a place of science, daring to
think he can find a way to prevent slaughter, prevent war.
And his choices may reshape a world ...
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To Catch A Dream

Peter F. Hamilton

9781447285991

2009: When Julia Conley hears that she has inherited a
house outside London from an unknown great-aunt, she
assumes it's a joke. She hasn't been back to England
since the car crash that killed her mother when she was
six, an event she remembers only in her nightmares. But
when she arrives at Herne Hill to sort through the housewith the help of her cousin Natalie and sexy antiques
dealer Nicholas-bits of memory start coming back. And
then she discovers a Pre-Raphaelite painting, hidden
behind the false back of an old wardrobe, and a window
into the house's shrouded history begins to open ... 1849:
Imogen Grantham has spent nearly a decade trapped in a
loveless marriage to a much older man, Arthur. The one
bright spot in her life is her step-daughter, Evie, a highspirited 16 year old who is the closest thing to a child
Imogen hopes to have. But everything changes when
three young painters come to see Arthur's collection of
medieval artifacts, including Gavin Thorne, a quiet man
with the unsettling ability to read Imogen better than
anyone ever has. When Arthur hires Gavin to paint her
portrait, none of them can guess what the hands of fate
have set in motion.

$39.99

$19.99

Up-and-coming floral designer Cara Kryzik is about to
score the wedding of a lifetime - one that will solidify her
career as the go-to-girl for Savannah society nuptials. The
only problem is, life seems to be conspiring against her.
Cara's father doesn't believe in Cara's business savvy and
is about to call in his $20,000 loan. Then, on the morning
that someone steals her dog, Cara's refrigerator goes on
the blink, turning $12,000 worth of blooms into road kill.
And if that's not enough, the dog-napper, Jack Finnerty,
turns up at her latest wedding and then mysteriously
leaves her stranded on the dance floor. But all this turmoil
will be solved if Cara can pull off the Trappnell-Strayhorn
wedding. The payday will solve all her problems - even the
one of a celebrated florist who is moving into her turf. But
the bride is acting strangely and the stepmother of the
bride is becoming Cara's biggest headache. What Cara
needs is to focus, but that's not easy when Jack is turning
up at every wedding in Savannah, with Cara in his sights
and seduction on his mind. When Brooke Trappnell spirals
into a shocking crisis and the wedding is in jeopardy, Cara
must come to the rescue and figure out what she really
believes in. Is it love? Is it her own strength? In the end,
for everyone, "Save the Date" has more meanings than
one. Told with Mary Kay Andrew's trademark wit and keen
eye for detail, Save the Date is one you won't want to
miss.
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Summer Rental

A Falcon Flies: A Ballantyne Novel 1

Mary Kay Andrews

Wilbur Smith

Ellis, Julia, and Dorie. Best friends since Catholic grade
school, they now find themselves in their mid-thirties, at
the crossroads of life and love. Ellis, recently fired from her
job, begins to question the choices she's made over the
past decade. Julia has a man who loves her and is
offering her the world, but she can no longer hide her
deepest insecurities. And Dorie has just been shockingly
betrayed by the man she loved and trusted the most. Can
a one-month getaway to North Carolina's Outer Banks
help make things right? The landlord of the ladies' beach
house is Ty Bazemore, who's hanging on to the property
by a thread - even as he finds himself spiraling into a deep
attraction with Ellis. Then there's Maryn Shackleford, a
stranger who arrives on the scene in search of a good
hiding place and a new identity. Can Ellis, Julia, and Dorie
provide what Maryn is looking for? Five people on a
journey that will uncover their secrets and point them on
the path to renewal and forgiveness. One summer rental
that might be what each of them has needed all along.
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Men of Men: A Ballantyne Novel 2
Wilbur Smith
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The Leopard Hunts in Darkness: A Ballantyne Novel 4
Wilbur Smith
Craig Mellow, acclaimed author but unhappy exile, seizes
the chance to return to Zimbabwe when he is given a
spying mission for the World Bank. Accompanied by
beautiful photographer Sally-Anne Jay, he is at first
unaware of the dangerous currents of tribal conflict that
swirl below the calm surface of Zimbabwean politics. Then
he stumbles upon a highly organized ivory-poaching
operation which masks the treacherous plot to sell the
country he once fought for into slavery ...
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The Angels Weep: A Ballantyne Novel 3
Wilbur Smith

It is the age of empire, of blood and conquest, of
boundless excitement and possibility. Striding in the
footsteps of the pioneers is Zouga Ballantyne. His dream
begins in the danger and drudgery of the diamond pits and
ends up on the rich grasslands of Matabeleland - but not
before a king and a proud warrior nation have paid the
price of history ...

9781447267157

In search of a father they barely remember, Zouga and Dr
Robyn Ballantyne board Mungo St John's magnificent
clipper to speed them to Africa. But long before they sight
that mighty continent, Robyn knows that she and Mungo
will battle with all the fury of natural enemies - and love
with all the desperation of those unable to evade the
commands of fate. For if she can bring hope and healing
to Africa's fever-ridden shores, he, a lawless trader in
human cargo, will possess any man - or woman - he
chooses ...

$17.99

At the dawn of a new century, the pioneers of Rhodesia
have staked their claims and stocked their farms in the
land they have carved as their own. But in the hills, the
Matabele indunas are preparing for the bloody rebellion
which will scar the opponents forever - and etch for them
the same tragic legacy for generations to come ...
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